Considering the uncertainties and randomness of the mass structural health monitored data, the objectives of this paper are to present (a) a procedure for effective incorporation of the monitored data for the reliability prediction of structural components or structures, (b) one transforming method of Bayesian dynamic linear models (BDLMs) based on 1-order polynomial function, (c) model monitoring mechanism used to look for possible abnormal data based on BDLMs, (d) combinatorial Bayesian dynamic linear models based on the multiple BDLMs and their corresponding weights of prediction precision, and (e) an effective way of taking advantage of combinatorial Bayesian dynamic linear models to incorporate the historical data and real-time data in structural timevariant reliability prediction. Finally, a numerical example is provided to illustrate the application and feasibility of the proposed procedures and concepts.
Introduction
Long-term ambient environments, such as chemical attack from environmental stressors and continuously increasing traffic volumes, make the physical quantities of civil infrastructure be subjected to changes in both time and space; these changes would make serious impacts on the serviceability and the ultimate capacity of structures and further have serious impacts on the remaining life of an existing structure [1] . The structural performances' degradation processes (e.g., resistance, reliability indices), which are usually considered as Markov chains, are time-variant and irreversible. The timevariant reliability indices of bridges are dependent on both the applied loads and the remaining strength of structural components or system, which can reflect the safety and serviceability of bridges, and the reliability indices can be solved with first-order second-moment (FOSM) method [2, 3] . Therefore, assessing as well as predicting the structural time-dependent reliability indices is crucial for structural safety and serviceability assessment.
Through health monitoring of bridges, the structural basic statuses, including strains, stresses, and deflections of specified structural components or structures, can be obtained. Nowadays the research on structural health monitoring (SHM) generally experiences two stages. The first stage, falling in the mature stage, is to install an array of sensors for the observation and collection of data on a bridge structure during a period of time [4] [5] [6] [7] . The second stage is mainly the application of health monitoring information. A sound number of studies are mainly focused on the modal parameter identification, structural damage detection technology, performance prediction, reliability assessment, and other fields [8, 9] . For research of the bridge reliability prediction and assessment, some achievements [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] are obtained, such as the reliability assessment of long span truss bridge, structural performance prediction based on monitored extreme data, and the use of the statistics of extremes to the reliability assessment and performance prediction of monitored highway bridges. However, due to the uncertainty of the bridges' real-time health monitored data, the research 2 Chinese Journal of Engineering on real-timely predicting structural reliability is at the initial stage in the world.
In this paper, considering the uncertainty of mass monitored extreme data which is time-dependent monitored data in the past days, BDLMs are introduced to combine the monitored data with the structural reliability prediction. First, with the monitored data, the single BDLMs and the corresponding model monitoring mechanism are, respectively, given, then the combinatorial prediction model of monitored extreme data is firstly built based on the built single BDLMs and the corresponding weights of prediction precisions, and the prediction precisions between the combinatorial prediction model and the single BDLMs are compared. Finally the real-timely predicted reliability indices of bridge structures are obtained with FOSM method based on the proper prediction model of monitored data. The proposed models and procedures are applied to an existing bridge.
Bayesian Dynamic Linear Models (BDLMs)
BDLMs are the predicting approaches based on a philosophy of information updating [15, 16] which define a dynamic model system of time series processes that can incorporate all useful monitored information into the model to update the prediction model. The BDLMs include a state equation, an observation equation, the initial information, and the timedependent probability recursion processes based on Bayesian method. The state equation shows changes of the system with time and reflects inner dynamic changes of the system and random disturbances. The observation equation expresses the relationship between the measured data and the current state parameters of the system. According to the definition of BDLMs [15] , for each time , the general dynamic linear model is characterized by the quadruple {1, , , } and formally defined as follows: observation equation:
state equation:
initial information:
where is the observation data at time ; ] is the observation error or the observation noise; is the state variable at time ; [⋅] is normal probability density function; is the variance which indicates the uncertainty of observation errors; and are both the regression coefficient of states; is the variance which indicates the model uncertainty recursive from time − 1 to time .
is the state error or state noise at time ; is the monitored total time; the initial information is the probabilistic representation of the predictors' belief about the level −1 at time − 1. The mean value −1 is a point estimate of this level −1 , and −1 measures the associated uncertainty. Each information set D −1 comprises all the information available at time − 1, including D 0 , the values of the variances { , : > 0}, and the values of the observations −1 , −2 , . . . , 1 . Thus, the only new information becoming available at time is the observational value , so D = { , D −1 }.
In this paper, the BDLMs mean that the observation equation and the state equation are both linear and are shown in (1) and (2) . The 1-order polynomial function model is adopted to build the state equations.
Transferred State Equation Based on 1-Order Polynomial
Function and Monitored Data. For the mass and random monitored extreme data, especially for monitored data at time −1 and before time −1, the discretized motion equation and the fitted 1-order polynomial function, which is commonly used for the prediction of the trend data, are adopted to predict future stress data of time , so the 1-order polynomial function can be applied to properly build the BDLMs.
(1) 1-Order Polynomial Function of Monitored Data. Consider
where is the trend data (state variable) at time ; , are coefficients; is the state error indicating the model uncertainty; is the total monitored time, unit of which is day.
(2) State Equation Based on (4) . The first-order differential of (4)
was considered as the discretized motion equation, where is the nominal speed of the trend data , which can be obtained with (4) ; is an error term. For simplicity, we consider a discretization in small interval of time ( − 1, ), as follows:
that is,
where it is assumed that the random error has density [0, = 2 ] and can be estimated with (13) . With a further simplification, we take unitary time intervals as one day; namely, − ( − 1) = 1, so that (7) can be rewritten as follows:
where (8) will be used to build the state equation of BDLMs, which will be shown in (10). 
Transferred BDLMs Based on 1-Order Polynomial Function.
Based on Section 2.1, according to the definition of BDLMs [15, 17] , for each time , the general and easy forms of the dynamic linear models are defined as follows: observation equation:
where is the monitored data at time ; is the state parameter indicating the level of the monitored data at time ; is obtained with (4); ] and are, respectively, the monitored error and the state error at time , which are all zero-mean normal random variables.
For each time , the BDLMs include the following parameters: is the variance of monitored errors at time ; is the variance of state error at time ; ] and are, respectively, monitored errors and state errors. It is assumed that error sequences ] and are internally independent, mutually independent, and independent of ( −1 | D −1 ).
With (9)- (11), the relationships between monitored data and state parameters are shown in
It can be known from (12) that the modeling processes of BDLMs can be divided into two key steps, which are shown in Figure 1 . The first step is to obtain the a priori probability density function (PDF) of at time based on the state equation and the a posteriori PDF of −1 at time − 1; the second step is to get the a posteriori PDF of at time based on the a priori PDF of state parameters at time and inspection/monitored data at time .
In this paper, the monitored interval period of extreme stress data is one day;
is estimated with the variance of monitored data. According to the research of [15] ,
can be approximately solved with
where is the transpose of and is the discount factor defined by engineering experience, which is usually 0.95-0.98 for the BDLMs based on 1-order polynomial function. (b) ( ) is a Markov chain [15] which is shown as follows.
Prediction and Monitoring of Monitored Extreme Stress Based on Combinatorial BDLMs
Dependence Structure for a State-Space Model. Consider
namely,
, where (⋅) is a general PDF. (c) Conditionally on ( ), the ( , = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ) are independent of each other and depends on only (see (9)).
The recursive relation between state variables and inspection/monitored variables is shown in (14) .
Combinatorial Prediction Model.
Suppose that there are ( = 2, 3, . . .) BDLMs about monitored extreme data [19, 20] ; the th ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) dynamic linear models are as follows:
where , can be obtained with (4)- (8) .
Normal a priori distribution about the initial information is as follows:
where ] , is observational error of the th model; , is state variable at time ; , is the variance of monitored errors;
, is the variance of state noise; , is state error or state noise; D , is the information set at time and before time ; and D , = { , D , −1 }. D , −1 is the information set at time − 1, including mean value ( , −1 ) and variance ( , −1 ). In addition, suppose that ] , and , are internally and mutually independent of each other, and they are independent of , .
If the initial state data follows the lognormal distribution, then the state data can be transformed into a quasinormal , 22] with (18) and (19); the distribution parameters are, respectively, shown as
where (⋅) is the actual fitted PDF of the sample data (lognormal PDF), and the actual probability distribution function (lognormal probability distribution function) is (⋅), and ( 0 ) = 0.05. If the initial state data follows the other distributions, then the distribution can be approximately obtained as follows:
(1) With estimation method of kernel density, the actual distribution function ( −1 ) of the initial state data is approximately ( −1 ); namely,
(2) Since any set of data can be fitted by a few normal distributions, namely,
where ∑ =1 = 1 and ≥ 0, Φ(⋅) denotes the cumulative probability distribution functions of standard normal distribution.
(3) The weights and distribution parameters of the fitted normal distributions can be obtained with the least residual error quadratic sum method OLS; namely,
where is the weight. The values of unknown parameters for the fitted distributions can be possessed by the optimization computation with the rule of OLS. Furthermore, the optimized parameters must be determined to make sure that the value of OLS is the minimum.
Combinatorial Probability Recursion of BDLMs.
BDLMs are applicable to the prediction of the future state parameters, which can be recursive and updated like well-known Kalman filter [15] . With Bayesian method, the combinatorial recursively updating processes [15, 18, 19] are as follows:
(1) The a posteriori distribution at time − 1: for the mean , −1 and the variance , −1 ( = 1, 2, . . . , ), there is
(2) The a priori distribution at time :
where
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where , = ( , | ,1:
According to the definition of highest a posterior density (HPD) region [15] , the predicted interval of the monitored data with a 95% confidential interval at time is
where , − 1.645√ , is the predicted lower limit value and , + 1.645√ , is the predicted upper limit value.
(4) The a posteriori distribution at time :
where , = , + , , ; , = , − , , , ; , = , / , ; , = , − , (one-step predicted error); , is adaptive coefficient; and , is the transpose of , .
(5) Predicted probability distribution based on the arithmetic mean at time :
, and is the total number of BDLMs.
(6) The combinatorial prediction probability distribution at time :
, , = 1, 2, . . . , , and ∑ =1 , = 1,
, is the predicted precision of the th model (the reciprocal of the one-step predicted variance) and
, is the predicted precision of the combinatorial prediction model.
Comparison of the predicted precisions between combinatorial prediction model and the prediction model based on the arithmetic means:
Model Monitoring of BDLMs.
Model monitoring has three purposes. The first is to identify where model prediction function declines and which form the model fault occurred in. The second is to cope with the faults and to monitor and update the model. The third is to improve the accuracy of future prediction. In this paper, the main idea of model monitoring mechanism is to use one or more alternative models to compare and evaluate model performance.
According to the research [17] , model monitoring is achieved through Bayesian factors under the normal assumption. The main idea is firstly to build an alternative model and then to combine an existing probability model for constructing the formula of Bayesian factors.
In this paper, the adopted probability distribution density function of the alternative model and one-step prediction model are, respectively, (31) and (32) as follows:
where = ( − )/√ is the standard prediction error and is the standard deviation of . The Bayesian factor for 0 (⋅) versus 1 (⋅) based on the observed value of is defined as
where 0 ( | D −1 ) is the one-step predictive probability density function of monitored extreme stress data; 1 ( | D −1 ) is probability density function of the alternative model, namely, the routine or standard probability density function; ( ) is the Bayesian factor for 0 ( | D −1 ) versus 1 ( | D −1 ) based on the observed value of . Further, according to (31)-(33), the Bayesian factors can be obtained as follows:
where = ( − )/√ is the standard prediction error and is the standard deviation of . For integers = 1, . . . , , the Bayesian factor for 0 (⋅) versus 1 (⋅) based on the sequence of consecutive observations , −1 , . . . , − +1 is built as (35); namely, the built formula ( ) of the cumulative Bayesian factor is
where ( ) is the cumulative Bayesian factor, which measures the evidence provided by the recent (up to and including time ) consecutive observations , −1 , . . . , − +1 . With (34), the changing curves of Bayesian factors with are shown in Figure 2 . In this paper, according to the engineering experience, the adopted monitoring criteria [15, 16, 21] are as follows: if = 3 and ( ) < 0.15, then the corresponding inspection/monitored data is abnormal, which need to be removed; otherwise, the inspection/monitored data is normal. After removing the abnormal data, in the changing curves of cumulative Bayesian factors, the prediction precision of the Bayesian dynamic model can be shown. Namely, if the cumulative Bayesian factor is bigger, the prediction precision of the Bayesian dynamic model is better. The uncertainty of the Bayesian dynamic models is smaller.
Reliability Prediction Based on Combinatorial BDLMs

First-Order Second-Moment (FOSM) Method.
In this paper, the FOSM method [2, 3] is adopted to predict the reliability indices of bridge structures. Namely, only the mean and variance of predicted data are taken into account. Suppose there are random variables (generalized resistance) and (generalized load effects including dead load effect and live load effect) which are internally independent and mutually independent; the mean value and standard variance of which are, respectively, as follows: , ;
, .
With FOSM method, the formula of the reliability indices can be obtained with
Prediction Formula of Reliability Indices Based on FOSM.
In this paper, a five-span continuous steel plate girder bridge is taken as an example. The total length of the bridge is 188.81 m. The explicit details about the aim and results of the monitoring program for the whole bridge are given in [11] . The extreme stress data at the beam bottom in the middle part of the second lateral span from the whole bridge is monitored. As far as the actual engineering is concerned, the computation accuracy of the reliability method (firstorder second-moment (FOSM)) [3] adopted in this paper is sufficient. Namely, only the mean value and second-moment value about the variable are used. The limit state function of the beam from the second lateral span is
where is steel yield strength, is the stress caused by the dead weight of steel, is the stress caused by the dead weight of concrete, is the monitored extreme stresses predicted with the combinatorial BDLMs, and is a factor assigned to the data provided by the sensors.
The reliability index (first-order) is
where , are mean and standard deviation of ; , are mean and standard deviation of ; , are mean and standard deviation of ; , are mean standard deviation of ; is a factor assigned to the data provided by the sensors.
For the real-time monitored reliability indices, the monitored data is one by one, so = 0, while for the reliability indices predicted with the combinatorial BDLMs in this paper, due to the randomness and the uncertainty of the monitored data, ̸ = 0.
Application to an Existing Bridge
The I-39 Northbound Bridge, which was described in Section 4.2, was built in 1961; it is a five-span continuous steel plate girder bridge. The extreme stresses at the beam bottom in the middle part of the second lateral span from the whole bridge are monitored for eighty-three days; the monitored data displayed the variability of the stresses caused by traffic, temperature, shrinkage, creep, and structural changes. The stresses from the dead weight of the steel structure and the concrete deck are not included in the measured data. And the day-by-day monitored extreme stress data are shown in Table 1 and Figure 3 .
In this existing example, the state equation, obtained with (4)- (8), is adopted to build the BDLMs; namely, 1-order polynomial function of monitored data is
where is approximately state value of health monitored data at time .
For obtaining the distribution parameters of initial information, the monitored extreme data of the 83 days is smoothly processed, and then the initial information of monitored data is approximately obtained, which is shown in Figure 4 .
Through Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test for the initial information, the initial a priori PDF is lognormal PDF or normal PDF shown in Figure 5 and (42). 
BDLMs Based on the Monitored Data.
Based on the monitored data, with (4)- (8) and (9)- (11), the built BDLMs are as follows: state equation:
initial information: where is the monitored extreme data at time ; is the state value of the monitored extreme data at time ; ] is monitored error; −1 is state error = 21.75 which can be approximately obtained with monitored extreme data; and = 0.98, = − −1 + −1 / according to the actual engineering experience of the authors. −1 can be obtained with (18)- (19) and (42).
[⋅] means normal probability distribution and
[⋅] means lognormal probability distribution. Equation (42) shows that the initial information follows normal distribution or lognormal distribution. So the following four cases are discussed to predict the monitored extreme data. Case 1. Initial information follows normal distribution, and then the BDLMs are built to predict the monitored extreme data.
Case 2. Initial information follows lognormal distribution; firstly the lognormal distribution must be transformed into a quasinormal distribution [21, 22] with (18)- (19); and then the BDLMs are built based on the quasinormal distribution to predict the monitored extreme data. In this paper, the Bayesian factors are adopted to seek the abnormal data, and the monitored results are shown in Figures 6 and 7 , from which it can be known that the data of the 9th day is abnormal. From Table 1 , it can be seen that the data of the 9th day is the biggest, so it may be abnormal. After removal of the abnormal data, the changing cumulative Bayesian factors shown in Figure 8 reflect that the prediction precision of BDLMs is better and better. The predicted extreme stresses and prediction precision (the reciprocal of predicted variances) of the above four cases are, respectively, shown in Figures 9-14 .
From Figures 9-13 , it can be noticed that the predicted data and the predicted ranges of the four cases all fit the changing rules of monitored extreme data, but as far as the prediction precision shown in Figure 14 is concerned, the prediction precision of combinatorial model is the best. So the combinatorial prediction model of monitored extreme data is adopted to predict the structural reliability indices.
Reliability Prediction Based on the Combinatorial BDLMs.
In Figure 14 , it can be observed that prediction precision of the combinatorial model is the best. So the combinatorial model of the extreme data is adopted to predict the structural reliability indices with (38) and (43). The predicted results, which are shown in Figure 15 assigned to bottom of the girder in the middle of the second lateral span which is shown in [19] , where , are mean and standard deviation of the monitored extreme stresses predicted with the combinatorial BDLMs.
Conclusions
In this paper, based on the everyday monitored extreme stresses of bridge, the structural reliability indices are predicted with combinatorial BDLMs and FOSM method. And the following conclusions can be reached:
(1) The BDLMs, which are used to seek the abnormal data of the mass monitoring information, are obtained with 1-order polynomial function based on the past information.
(2) The monitored extreme stresses-based combinatorial BDLMs are firstly built. The predicted extreme stresses and the predicted ranges of the above four cases are almost the same, but as far as the prediction precision is concerned, the combinatorial BDLMs have the best prediction precision. (3) Based on the combinatorial BDLMs of monitored extreme stresses, structural reliability indices are predicted. Compared with deterministic monitored extreme stresses-based reliability indices, this paper considered the randomness and uncertainty of monitored data, so the predicted reliability indices are smaller. But the predicted smaller reliability indices may better reflect the actual state of the bridge. Thus, the smaller reliability indices may be more reasonably used to assess the structural safety and serviceability.
In this paper, the proposed reliability prediction method is easy and may be widely used in the structural health monitoring. BDLMs are possible to include subjective judgments with the observed data in order to obtain a more informed and accurate prediction. The numerical applications presented, using the monitored extreme data of an existing bridge, illustrate the application and feasibility of the proposed approaches and concepts.
